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The Gurmukhi Script
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The Gurmukhi script is used to write the Punjabi language, especially by members of
the Sikh religion, in the Indian Punjab and elsewhere in India; in the Pakistani Punjab,
Muslims continue to use the Persian script.

Gurmukhi evolved from the ancient Brahmi system, but it received its present de-
finitive form from the second Guru of the Sikhs, Guru Angad (1504-1552); hence the
nomenclature Gurmukhi, literally 'from the mouth of the Guru'. The name also refers

to its use in the Adi Granth, which includes the numerous hymns and compositions
of the Sikh Gurus of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries, and of a num-
ber of Sufi (Muslim) and Bhakti (Hindu) saint-poets. The earliest hymns are by the

Sufi Farid Shakarganj of the twelfth century. The alphabet is sometimes called paimti
'the thirty-five', from the fact that the basic repertoire of consonant and consonant-
like symbols numbers 35.

Gurmukhi is written from left to right. The characters are normally aligned below
the line of writing. The major symbols represent consonants. Vowels other than short
a are indicated by diacritic symbols written above, below, or at the side of the conso-
nant symbols. When a syllable begins with a vowel, a "vowel-bearer" is used: *1 for

a a ai au, F for / 1 e, and 3" for u u o.

The most characteristic feature of the Punjabi language is its three-way tonal sys-

tem: high, mid, low. The script has no separate symbols for tones, but they generally
correspond to certain consonantal signs. This is the major function of the signs for

voiced aspirates, for h, and for conjunct consonants including h. The use of these let-

ters to indicate tones is often etymologically justified, and indeed the tones have prob-
ably developed from older *h and from voiced aspirates.

The consonants

The basic consonantal graphs of the Gurmukhi script are as in table 33.1, in canon-
ical order (reading across the table). Some letters have a dot diacritic to represent mar-
ginal consonants, especially in loanwords (table 33.2).

A limited number of consonant clusters are written with conjunct symbols similar

to those of Devanagari, in which the second consonant (in current usage only h, r, and
w) is subjoined; e.g. >T m(a) + aha = V mha; U p(a) + ar ra = X[pm; ^ d(a) + ^wa = *=

dwa. An abbreviated ya forms the second member of a cluster: H d(a) + THya = ^Hdya.
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table 33.1: Gurmukhi Letters

Vowel-Bearers
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Of the two signs for nasalization (transcribed m), tippi- is used with the vowels
a i u and with u when final, e.g. if& mumda [mun^a] 'boy'; bimdi- is used with all

other vowels, e.g. "9% sdmt [Jat] 'peaceful'.

Gemination is written by the sign - addak above and preceding the consonant to

be doubled; Uoft pakki [pskki] 'ripe'. Clusters of unaspirated stop plus homorganic
aspirated stop are written by the use of addak before the letter for the aspirate: Ufcft

pakkhl [pskkhi] 'fan'. The two geminates mm and nn are written with tippi, the sign

for nasalization: S3">ft lammi [tammi] 'long'.

Tones

The most characteristic feature of the Punjabi language is its three-way system of
high, low, and mid tonal accents. The high tone is phonetically a high rising-falling

contour covering one or two syllables, transcribed [a]. The low tone is a low rising

contour, again covering one or two syllables, transcribed [a]. The mid tone is a mid
rising and falling contour not marked in transcription.

When the consonants that correspond to Devanagari voiced aspirates occur
word-initially, they are pronounced as unaspirated voiceless stops plus low tone: vfe*

ghord [kdra] 'horse'. When stem-final, they are pronounced as unaspirated voiced
stops with preceding high tone: WW mdgh [mdg] 'October'. In stem-medial position,

after a short vowel and before a long vowel, these letters are pronounced as unaspi-

rated voiced stops with following low tone: uur^^ paghdrnd [pogdrna] 'to melt',

WT37 maghana [msgana] 'to be lit'.

The letterU h(a) represents [h] when initial: ub) harl [hori] 'green' . In non-initial

position, it has no consonantal value, but represents high tone on the preceding \ow-
q\:^\u tlh[ti] 'thirty'.

The vowels i and u are normally pronounced [i] and [u], but ih and uh represent

[e] and [6] with high tone: feu^ fahra [keta] 'who', oro^ kuhrd [kora] 'leper'. The
combination of a + h + ilu is pronounced [ae]/[o]: o^de 1 kahina [kaena] 'to say', ^U^\
wahuti [woti] 'bride'.

Sample of Punjabi

i. Gurmukhi:
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1. U^ fW ^fb" HT5t rf^l

2. hatth wic rih gal jutti

3. h9t
h

witf rae gai d^fti

4. hand in left gone cotton

2. agge carakha picche pihra

3. agge tferk
h
a pittfe pira

4. in-front spinning-wheel behind stool

1. ug" ^f$& 3^e cret

2. hatth meriom tamd tutti

3. hot*, merio t5d t^tt1

4. hand mine strand broken

'Sister, this weaving has tired me;

The cotton stick is left behind.

In my hand is left the cotton;

In front, the spinning wheel; behind, the stool.

The strand is broken in my hand.'

-A poem by Bulleh Shah, from Sital 1970: 101 (copyrighted;

reprinted by permission ofPunjabi University).
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